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tdm, 1, suffix, converting an interrogative into an indefinite
pronoun, as in kus-tdm, some one or other, kydk-tdm, some-
thing or other, both in 86.
tdm, 2, postpos. up to, as far as, governing dat.; fiic/is-tdm.
(from the navel) up to Adam's apple, 57.
tami, tarn11, tim, tamiy, tdmiy, timqy, see tih.
tan, f. the body, 93 ; sg. dat. lane (ni. c. for to?), 76.
tana, adv. since then, from that moment, 83, 93.
tang, m. a pear (the fruit); pi. nom. tang, 92.
tanthar, m. the sacred books of the Saiva religion, the tantra,
11, 58.
tap/i, m. austerities, esp. religious austerities, 62.
tdpun, to heat, cause to be hot, (of the sun) to shine upon;
poL impve. sg» 3, to'pHan, let him shine, i.e. does he not
shine ?, 53 (bis).
tapasy, m. asceticism; sg. abL, with eniph, y, tapasiy, 35.
tdr, m. a means for leading a person across (a river or the
like), 96, 106; K. Pr. 46, 47 : a fee paid to a ferryman,
ndwa-tdr, a ferry-fee, 98= K. Pr. 18; a name for the sacred
syllable dm (see andhatK), as that which crosses the soul
over the sea of existence, 72 ; sg. dat. tdra$, 98=K. Pr. 18 ;
sg. gen. tdruku, 72; tdr dyunu, to* pass a person across
(a river, &c.), 106.
tor, adv. there ; with emph. *, for y, t&r*, there only, 19, 61.
foru or todu, m. the bolt (of a door); pi. nom. tor1 or tow, 48.
ttir\ see tor,
tur™, £ cold, coldness, 16, 28; sg, ag. turi, 16.
trdg, m. a' pond, a lake, 84.
twrog0*, m. a horse, 26, 69.
tr^Ii, card, three, 16, 75; trayi nengi, adv. three times, 50.
The modern form of this word is treh or trih. There are
three impurities (mala) of the soul, which impede its final
release (75). These are called dnava, maylya, and karma.
The first, dnava, is the state or character of the soul deeming
itself to be finite (the soul being looked upon as a very
minute entity, anu), the second, wdytya^ is that born of cosmic
illusion, or the belief that one thing is different from ano-
ther, and the third, karma, is the impurity that results from
action or ' works' (which may be good or bad). See Note
on Yoga, § 24.
tamnu, adj. cool, cold, 56, 57*
tHrun, to become cold, (of water) to freeze; old pres. sg. 35
t&re (for tS-n), 16.
lamndwun,io make cold, to extinguish (a fire); inf. t®mnawun,3Su
pamn^ to simt (a door) ; past part. m. pL, with suff. 1st pers.
sg. ag.3 trojp&rim9 I closed (the doors),-101*

